Online Connection, April 13, 2020

Spring Weather!

We have re-vamped the Wilderness Weekly from our normal weekly newsletter recapping classes and
suggesting follow up learning activities to a newsletter with weekly nature connection ideas for your family. We
hope you take ideas and make them work for your unique family circumstances. Enjoy!

Quick Links
 Enrollment is open for Fall 2020/Spring 2021
 Tuition Reimbursement Request Form, Spring 2020 Courses
 April Wild Kids Magazine (fun resource with great ideas!)

Songs of the Week
 Springtime Song for younger kids.
 How’s the Weather? Song for younger kids.

Poems of the Week
Spring Rain
by Marchette Chute
The storm came up so very
quick
It couldn't have been quicker.
I should have brought my hat
along,
I should have brought my
slicker.
My hair is wet, my feet are wet,
I couldn't be much wetter.
I fell into a river once
But this is even better.

Kite Days
by Mark Sawyer
A kite, a sky, and a good firm
breeze,
And acres of ground away
from trees,
And one hundred yards of
clean, strong string -O boy, O boy! I call that
Spring!

Dripsy Dropsy
by Leanne Guenther
Dripsy, dropsy
Pitter, patter
Falling
to the
ground.
Fast then slow
Until it stops.
Oh what a welcome sound!

Nature Exploration Ideas
Gratitude- I am grateful for spring rains that nourish the earth and bring life! We begin and end all of our
classes with gratitude, as being thankful for the earth and all our blessings is a simple way to stay centered.
What are you grateful for today (and every day)?

Open Up your Senses- In class we work toward opening up students’ sense through fun sensory games.
When all of our senses are alert, we can take in more of what nature has to offer us all around.
Week 2: Touch- Get in touch with your raccoon side. Raccoons have super
sensitive fingers that can feel their way into a lot of mischief. Turn on your
“Raccoon touch” by standing outside and thinking about all you feel (the wind
rustling your hair, the sun on your skin, different materials of clothes against your
body, the weight of your body on your feet as you stand).
Raccoon Touch Game- Gather a handful of natural materials with different textures (pine cones, plant stalks,
flowers, rocks, leaves, bark). Sit in a family circle, everyone blindfolded. Pass each item, one at a time, and ask
everyone to silently feel each object and think about what it could be. This game could be very basic for
younger kids, or move to more advanced, using different types of rocks or different shaped leaves for example.

Sit Spot Challenge- Did you find a sit spot last week? Read more about
the “how” in last week’s WW. Then, continue to visit your sit spot
regularly! Slowly increase the amount of time you challenge your child to
stay in sit spot, then talk about the things you experienced afterward.

Nature Journal- Keep a special notebook just for nature journal entries.
April, week two nature journal entry ideasApril is a time of so many different
weather patterns. This month usually
includes rain, sun, wind, and (gulp)
snow! Spend one week documenting the daily weather. Draw pictures of the
clouds, use a thermometer to record the temperature, make a home-made
barometer to make connections to the weather and atmospheric pressure.
Open your senses: note the sounds, smells and feeling outside with different
weather patterns.

Directional Awareness- Did you know that many native languages did not have words for “right and left?”
They would refer to directions by North, South, East and West. Check in with your kids as you are driving or on
walks. “Which direction are we headed? Which way is north? What is happening with the sun in the sky? What
do we notice about the location of the sun in the sky as we go through the day?”

Foraging Early Spring Wild Edibles
As we forage for wild edibles in class, we always go through several key identification features of each plant, and
compare it to other wild look-similars (not look-alikes). Instead of listing all of these out for each plant, I have
included links to identification and harvesting tips. If these plants are new to you, be sure to read up plenty on
each one before eating, to be sure you are safely and sustainably foraging.

Field Garlic can be found in the woods, in landscaping, and along the
edges of fields. My kids like to pick and eat it as a snack along our hike,
and if it manages to make it back home, chop it and mix with butter in
the food processor to make Garlic Butter. Right now my daughter
Autumn is dehydrating a collection of Field Garlic in the sun to be able
to crush and make her own garlic powder.
Field Garlic Identification

Garlic Mustard- Eat the Invasives! Don’t worry about over-harvesting this plant, as it is wildly invasive and found all
over, especially in sandy or disturbed soils. These pictures are my own kids collecting Garlic Mustard yesterday from
the un-landscaped area behind our house and under the back deck. Check out the leaf shape. Later this spring the
plant will begin to bloom a pretty little white flower. If you are not sure if you have found it, crush some in your hand
and smell. If it’s garlicy, you found yourself some garlic mustard! A staple in the foragers springtime kitchen is a
Garlic Mustard Pesto- so yummy and healthy! (Recipe below)
Garlic Mustard Identification

Wild Leeks (Ramps) are another delicious wild edible found this time of year.
But, be careful not to over-harvest these rare plants. Wild Leeks take seven
years to go from seed to a plant that produces seeds, and can be wiped out
by over-harvesting. Only take small amounts of them from big areas, and
some foragers say to only take some leaves, rather than digging up the bulb.
We are fortunate to own property with acres of them, and our family can
sustainably harvest hundreds of ramps each year. We spend our spring
collecting and dehydrating them to add to soups and meals all winter long.
Ramp Identification

Chelsea’s Quarantined Saturday Garlic Mustard Pesto Recipe
Its pesto, so you can add in whatever you like or have on hand. Here’s some ideas to get you started:
Ingredients
 3-6 cups of garlic mustard
 (optional) a few cups of other fresh herbs on hand (basil, parsley,
or foraged chickweed or dandelion leaves)
 5-10 field garlic bulbs and leaves (see above) or two garlic cloves,
chopped
 ½ cup pine nuts (or walnuts, almonds, sunflower seeds)
 (optional) 1 cup of olives
 1 cup olive oil
 ½ cup parmesean cheese
 Salt and pepper to taste
 Squeeze of lemon
Directions
In a food processor, blend up the nuts, garlic, and olives. Then toss in the garlic mustard and other herbs. Blend ‘em
up, add in cheese then olive oil to the desired thickness. Finish with salt, pepper and lemon.
Enjoy with pasta, serve on good bread or crackers, add to the top of soup or stew, make it with a sandwich, or on top
of beans, lentils or polenta.

Natural Crafting Ideas
Find a yucca plant, and make rope from the fibers found in the yucca leaves.
There are lots of ways to get the fibers from the yucca plant and then lots of ways to
twist or braid them into ropes, cord, bracelets or other crafting supplies. This is the
method that works best for my family1. Once you have found a yucca plant, harvest a few of the strongest, nicest leaves that
are near the bottom of the plant. One leaf is enough to make a lot of cord.
2. Not necessary, but very helpful- I like to boil the leaves for 30-40 minutes in a big
pot. This loosens the fibers and makes the green parts easier to strip.
3. Remove the green outer flesh of the plant. I like to do this on a board (make sure you
are outside, it can get messy), with an old butter knife, gently scraping the layers of
green off, trying not to break the fibers.
4. Separate the fibers into small clumps and then start to braid or twist (see tutorial
below for twisting methods). I add in more fiber in small bits along the way, so that it
isn’t obvious where I add in, and there are always fibers of many different lengths.
Follow these video tutorials for help along the way:
1. Forager's Find 1: Yucca Plant ID
2. Edible, Medicinal and Utilitarian Plants: Yucca
3. How to Make Yucca Rope (primitive)
4. Yucca Cordage Made Easy

Outdoor Sports
April=Frisbee Month!

Spring is the perfect time for FRISBEE! Play Frisbee in the yard with your family.
Amazon Links:
Great Frisbee for kids ages 5-8
Great Frisbee for kids ages 9+
A good, heavy Frisbee is worth the small investment. It flies more accurately, and will be more fun for everyone
to play with. The small, light Frisbees that are often free door prizes are good for teaching technique to really
young kids, but anyone age 5+ would benefit from a heavier Frisbee.

First, teach your child to throw and catch a Frisbee. For extra help, watch the videos below.
How to throw a Frisbee for Older Kids
How to throw a Frisbee for Younger Kids
Once students get a handle on a good Frisbee throw, you can begin to introduce them to more Frisbee games.
Younger Student Frisbee Games:
1. Hula Hoop Frisbee Throw- Hang hula hoops from a tree or clothesline, and have students aim their
Frisbee through the hula hoop. Your kids might make an elaborate point system based on distance,
taking into account the family member’s age… it’s fun to see how kids come up with their own rules
and games.
2. Frisbee Tag- Just like regular tag, but with throwing SOFT Frisbees at one another. This is a kids
FAVORITE!
3. Frisbee Bowling- Line up water bottles or other light objects on the ground, chairs or a table, and try
to knock them down with Frisbees.

Older Student Frisbee Games:
1. Frisbee Golf- set up a frisbee golf course around the yard. Have students create a map of the
starting and ending points and a “par number” for each “hole.”
2. Ultimate Frisbee- a favorite for young teens, kids can learn and practice basic skills now, and then
implement a game with friends once we are allowed to be together again. 

